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The massive increase in the Wagner Group’s numbers recently came from their recruitment of some 40,000 prisoners from Russian jails. That increase in manning, made the Private Military Group (PMG) an appetizing supplement for Russian leadership who are struggling to make gains in their war of annexation in Ukraine. This paper will argue that the extensive Russian use of the Wagner Group in Ukraine shows both a Russian desire to increase efficiency and a sense of desperation in the war in Ukraine; it also shows a new willingness to subvert international norms on army behavior. The combination of this desire to increase efficiency, mounting desperation, and a refusal to stop or acknowledge war crimes, marks a new low in the war in Ukraine.

By allowing the Wagner PMG to recruit Russian prisoners to increase the numbers of personnel available to fight, Russian leadership clearly demonstrated a feeling of desperation about the vector of their war in Ukraine. It’s unclear exactly when Putin pardoned prisoners and Wagner was allowed to recruit them to fight in Ukraine, however, the fact that the recruitment of prisoners happened within months of the partial mobilization of 300,000 new military forces, shows a severe shortage of qualified personnel. The mobilization and Wagner Group recruitment, essentially allowed Russia to increase the size of the army by nearly 350,000 personnel at a time when it had already experienced an estimated 80,000 casualties. The UK ministry of defense currently estimates Russian casualties have jumped to roughly 200,000 with 40,000-60,000 personnel killed. Losses of that scale make it very difficult for a relatively small army like Russia’s to maintain combat effectiveness.

Because of the extensive losses of combat troops, Russian leadership has been forced to look for ways to shore-up their degraded Army to immediately continue fighting, and to sustain a long term offensive operation. The limited mobilization of 300,000, and the possibility of
another 500,000 called to fight this spring, should allow for continued operations in the long-term. The short-term Russian plan to supplement forces appears to have been to use prisoners aligned with the Wagner group. That short term plan has resulted in devastating losses for the Wagner Group with an estimated 30,000 personnel killed. In spite of the heavy losses, and the deployment of the PMG showing desperation of Russian leaders, Wagner Group was also moved to Ukraine to increase efficiency and force Ukraine to spend its limited resources fighting undesirable Russian people.

Wagner Group’s inclusion in the conflict generally, and the use of prisoners specifically, shows the Russian leadership’s desire to increase efficiency. Despite being relatively untrained, and poorly equipped, the Russian prisoners in the Wagner Group present the same threat to Ukrainian defenders as do regular Russian military. Ukraine must expend effort, ammunition, and forces, all of which are in low supply, to prevent the PMG forces from taking territory. Additionally, since the Wagner Group has been credibly accused of committing war crimes against civilians in Ukraine and other countries, Zelensky is unable to trade land for time if that trade would leave civilians in the path of the Wagner Group. He is unwilling to allow his people to suffer more crimes against humanity at the hands of literal Russian criminals.

Zelensky has no choice but to commit forces to stop the Wagner Group’s fighters. Russian leadership knows this, and by supplementing the army forces already in Ukraine with Wagner Group fighters, they are able to engage and fix Ukrainian forces in place while the recently mobilized Russian forces are trained and moved to the front. The Russian’s wouldn’t have resorted to using prisoners if there was no element of desperation, however, the move is also shrewd and shows a Russian willingness to trade undesirable members of their society to
allow more training time for their regular army while simultaneously attriting Ukrainian resources.
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